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Abstract—In this paper, we propose the first framework that
introduces the concept of the user’s bounded trajectory. We
propose to leverage the signal strength of users’ public WiFi
probe requests collected from measurements of multiple deployed
WiFi sniffers. First, we investigate and characterize errors in
RSSI-based radial-distance (between the user and each sniffer)
estimation. Then, we approximate such radial distances leverage
and deduce bounds associated with a user’s position. Finally,
we infer a user’s bounded trajectory using the spatiotemporal
bounds of users’ locations over time. We guarantee the bounds
to enclose a user in space and time, with 95% confidence and a
10% margin of error. Using real-world and large-scale synthetic
datasets under heterogeneous contexts and wireless conditions,
we infer trajectories with bounds’ width of less than 10m in 70%
of cases with users’ inclusiveness close to 100%.

Index Terms—Passive sniffing, RSSI, distance estimation

I. INTRODUCTION

User-Trajectory investigation has attracted considerable lit-
erature attention. With mobile phones becoming proxies for
human presence, network resources have been exploited to in-
vestigate users’ mobility [1]. Spatio-temporal mobility datasets
are nowadays acknowledged as a common tool to study users’
trajectories: e.g., mobile phone records [2], WiFi [3], [4], and
BLE data [5]. Most require access to users’ devices, net-
work infrastructure, or volunteer recruiting, while some lack
scalability. Instead, in this paper, we base our investigation
on datasets that are non-intrusive and independent of third
parties. We focus on WiFi passive sniffing.

RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication) is the most
widely used localization metric, with no hardware-specific
requirements. In the indoor controlled environment, previous
works attempt to localize users through RSSI-based distance
measurements [6], [7]. On the other side, in outdoor scenarios,
there has been an attempt to use machine learning techniques
to lower the distance-estimation error [8]. But errors still go up
16m, that too in semi-controlled environments. The literature
lacks works leveraging RSSI for outdoor users’ localization,
mainly due to its imposed uncertainties. Uncertainties incur
significant errors in distance estimation, making user localiza-
tion a challenging task.

Solutions using RSSI for estimating users’ trajectories con-
tain localization errors arising from inaccurately measured
distances between the user and the regarded sniffer. Past works
have tried to mitigate such errors to some extent using smooth-
ing techniques for RSSI [9]. However, smoothing itself causes
bias in the estimated distance. Another approach [10] adapts
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the path-loss model parameters by deploying fixed reference
nodes and reference tags placed at known positions. This
approach requires extra hardware and is primarily developed
for indoor localization. Although the employed effort, errors in
estimation remain an issue. To the best of our knowledge, none
of the solutions focus on the characterization of localization
errors in outdoor scenarios.

Our approach relies on an in-depth investigation and novel
modeling of (i) the severity, (ii) the non-stationary behaviour,
and, (iii) the variability of RSSI-based distance-estimation
errors in outdoor passive measurements (cf. Sec. II). The
resulting error’s comprehension leads us to identify and for-
malize a span of possible user locations associated with
measurements in different time intervals. We denominate such
span of possibilities as bounds of locations of a user (cf.
Sec.s III and IV). Bounded locations are then used to infer
bounds of users’ full-fledged trajectories over time that we
designate as the user’s bounded trajectory (cf. Sec. V). This
work does not raise any ethical issues.

II. CHALLENGES IN EXPLOITING RSSI

To investigate the credibility of raw RSSI, we look at the
measured RSSI of collected probe requests. To figure out its
potential for 2D spatial estimation of users’ location, we build
upon literature solutions to the radial-distance estimation (i.e.,
distance in meters separating users from sniffers) from pack-
ets’ RSSI. We use the public anonymized Sapienza trace [11]
, describing a large number of WiFi probe requests passively
collected in eight different contextual scenarios. We choose
datasets from five scenarios: vatican 1, vatican 2, university,
trainstation, and, themall. The three first scenarios denote
dense outdoor environments, while the last two showcases
highly frequented, ample public spaces.

Using the raw RSSI values in the five selected datasets,
we estimate radial distances through the log-distance path-
loss model configured with standard parameters. As we do
not know the actual “severity” of the physical environments
where probes were collected, we consider a moderate path-
loss exponent (γ=3.0). For Sapienza datasets, no ground-
truth with true devices-to-sniffers radial-distances is available.
Obtaining this ground-truth is challenging, with large-scale
passively collected traces with mobile users. Hence, to verify
the correctness of the computed radial distances, we first
obtain the corresponding range values of (i) instantaneous
speeds – indicating users’ changing behaviors in estimated
radial distances over time – and (ii) accelerations –, indicating
the geographical dynamism of users mobility, per time window
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Fig. 1: min. speed (a), (c) and min. acceleration. (b), (d) from raw and smoothed RSSI values.

of 50ms. This results in minimum values of the actual user’s
speed and acceleration, which we compare with the corre-
sponding realistic values of human mobility.

Fig. 1a reveals the range of minimum speeds issued from
the radial distances estimated from datasets’ raw RSSI values,
considering path-loss severity of γ = 3.0. Similarly, Fig. 1b
shows the range of minimum accelerations. We note that the
minimum speed and acceleration values reach around 200m/s
and 800m/s2. Those are unrealistic speed and acceleration
values, indicating errors in the radial-distance estimations
associated with datasets’ raw RSSI values.

To reduce the impact of high RSSI fluctuations, filters
have been suggested in the literature to smooth noisy raw
RSSI values that cause distance-estimation errors [1], [12].
Smoothing approaches include feedback, moving-average, or
median filters, among others. We choose the Exponentially
Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) filter with a smoothing
factor of α = 0.1, which gives exponentially decreasing
weights for observed raw RSSI values over time. EWMA
is considered the state-of-the-art model to capture losses in
densely populated areas.

Fig. 1c reveals the range of minimum speeds, and Fig.
1d shows the corresponding range of minimum accelera-
tions when applying smoothing. We notice that the minimum
smoothed speed and corresponding acceleration reduce and
reach 60m/s and 150m/s2. Although still not corresponding
to the range of realistic pedestrian speeds and accelerations.

In conclusion, we observe that even smoothing incurs
unrealistic induced minimum speed and acceleration values,
illustrating that the radial-distance estimation is incorrect. The
incorrect estimation is attributed to the noisy RSSI obser-
vations in dense outdoor scenarios. It highlights the current
difficulties in using RSSI for accurate estimation of users
locations and consequently, trajectories.

III. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

In this paper, we redefine the problem of trajectory esti-
mation of users by considering the “bounds” on the range
of locations where users are expected to be present at a
certain point of time. The goal is to deduce a user’s bounds
of locations that is probabilistically guaranteed (confidence)
for it to be located within a certain distance from the actual
locations visited by the user, i.e., the ground truth.

A. The framework

The first component of the framework generates Observa-
tion Sets. We divide the duration for which sniffers “observe”
a user into time intervals, noted as δt. Each time interval
describes an observation set of sniffers with respect to a user.
We carefully settle the value of δt to fulfill the following
conditions. On the one hand, for a more precise 2-dimension
localization and a good representation of variability of incurred
environment errors, δt has to be large enough to (i) enable
multiple sniffers to capture a user’s presence and (ii) allow
observing enough probe request samples in its time interval.
On the other hand, to refrain from considerable changes in the
user position, the value of δt must be limited. We satisfy this
compromise by empirically fixing the value of δt to 4s.

The second component performs the Error Characteri-
zation (Sec. IV), i.e., the characterization of radial-distance
errors from observation sets. For the first time in literature, we
identify that estimation errors can be viewed as a sum of two
additive error components. The first component denotes the
mean error behavior incurred in radial distances estimations,
which we call span error. The second component captures
the fluctuations in distance estimations originating from the
changing RSSI values of a user in short time intervals, which
we call environment error. We quantify these fluctuations and
estimate their distribution in each observation set.

The last component of the framework generates Bounded
Trajectories (Sec. V). First, we do a Gaussian fit to environ-
ment error distributions. Then, to obtain the total estimation
error, we sample multiple times from the resulting fitted
distribution and add the error samples to the corresponding
span error. Next, we add the obtained total errors to users’
radial-distances and feed them to our multilateration-based
location estimator. Depending on the number of samples drawn
from the fitted environment error, we obtain a set of user
positions named bounds of locations. Finally, we aggregate
them per observation set to get bounded trajectories of users.

B. The datasets

We use real fully anonymized datasets for calibration pur-
poses, collected nearby the main entries of a large university
campus with a high number of passers-by, named Campus 1
and Campus 2. At the collection procedure, a controlled WiFi
probe device and one nearby passive sniffer were deployed at



fixed and known positions. Finally, the released Campus 1 and
Campus 2 datasets only describe timestamped probe-request
packets only from the controlled probe device.

We introduce WiSurve, a emulator which creates real-
world, large-scale passive sniffing environments for WiFi with
ground truth. WiSurve takes real geographical areas as input
road-network using OpenStreetMap1. It generates pedestrian
trajectories with varied individual characteristics on top of the
input road network using SUMO2. Finally, it enhances the
state-of-the-art WiFi simulator NS-33 to mimic WiFi standard
networks composed of a set of sniffers, access points, and
mobile nodes.

IV. ERROR CHARACTERIZATION

A. Converting RSSI to radial-distances

We use the log-distance path loss model (Eq. 1) to capture
losses encountered for signals in densely populated areas. In
Eq. 1, PL is the total path loss in decibels (dB) at a distance
rji between the user j and the sniffer i. PTxdBm

and PRxdBm

are the transmitted and received power in dBm. PL0 is the
path-loss (dB) at reference distance, r0. γ is the path loss
exponent that depends on the propagation characteristics of
the received signal. Finally, Xg is a normal random variable
that considers losses (e.g., obstructions caused by buildings or
pedestrians) from shadow-fading in outdoor scenarios.

PL = PTxdBm − PRxdBm = PL0 + 10γ log
rji
r0

+ Xg (1)

We set the reference distance r0 to be 1 m. Using Eq. 1, we
compute the approximate radial distances (rji) between users
and sniffers by using RSSI values directly observed from real
WiFi probe requests, as in Eq. 2.

rji = 10
PTxdBm

−PRxdBm
−PL0−Xg

10γ (2)

The computation of the radial distance rji is conditioned
to the estimation of thenoptimal values of γ and Xg for
the considered wireless environment, as in Eq. 2. The other
inputs to the equation are either standard: PTxdBm

(set to
23 dBm) and PL0 (set to 46.67 dB), or known: PRxdBm

(observed RSSI). Values of γ vary from around 2.1 in a line-
of-sight (LoS) environment to close to 4 in dense scenarios.
Hence, we set the range of γ values, i.e., Rγ , to be [2.1, 4.0],
corresponding to the range of values of path-loss exponents
considered in optimal parameter search.

To consider shadow fading, we model Xg as the random
variable with a Gaussian distribution with zero mean (µ) and
standard deviation (σ) in decibels. The σ varies from close
to 0 in free space to around 5 for signals inside commercial
stores. We set the search-space for the standard deviation of
the random variable, i.e., RXg

, to be [0, 5.0].
To obtain γopt and Xgopt , i.e., optimal path-loss param-

eters for a particular sniffing environment, we introduce a
calibration step that reduces the differences between actual
and modeled values. Our calibration methodology uses the

1 www.openstreetmap.org 2 https://sumo.dlr.de 3 https://www.nsnam.org/

real Campus 1 and Campus 2 datasets. The obtained values
from the calibration give the optimal path-loss parameters for
simulated environments (WiSurve dataset).

Basically, we generate a number of uniformly-spaced sam-
ples (i.e., Sγ and SXg ) from the ranges, Rγ and RXg . For each
combination (i.e., Sγ,Xg

) of drawn samples, we calculate the
distance-estimation error. We define the error as the average
of the differences between the distances calculated from the
RSSI values (see Eq. 2) and the corresponding ground-truth
distances (cf. Sec. III-B). Finally, we obtain optimal param-
eters (γopt,Xgopt ) by finding the parameter combination for
which the resulting distance-estimation error is the lowest.
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Fig. 2: Errors in radial-distance estimation.

B. Formalising distance-estimation errors
Based on our previous investigations on errors’ causes and

calibration observations, we form two hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: The average estimation error increases with

an increase in the radial distance.
Hypothesis 2: The error fluctuations in an observation set

(δt) grow with increasing radial distances. Their distribution
can be modeled in small intervals of time.

To attest to those two hypotheses, we extensively investi-
gate, through two case studies, the behavior of radial-distance
errors when approximated with the log-distance path-loss
model having optimum parameters (cf. Sec. IV-A).
1st case study: We infer radial-distance errors from the
RSSI values described in Campus dataset 1 and Campus
dataset 2. Their controlled scenarios allow us to evaluate
errors’ behaviors when considering fixed and discrete distances
between a probe source and a sniffer.
2nd case study: We exploit a synthetically generated WiSurve
dataset, introducing a mobile scenario with varying distances
between multiple users and sniffers. Here, we have 100 users
that move with a walking speed of 1m/s in the sniffing zone
while emitting probe-requests.

Results from Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b obtained for the two case
studies show error behaviors in the distance estimation and
related fluctuations as a function of source-to-sniffer radial
distances. Related to Hypothesis 1, we observe a consistent
trend followed by the average error with respect to the radial-
distance. As stated in Hypothesis 1, estimation error grows
with increasing radial-distances. We further show that this
trend can be predicted through a polynomial approximation.
Related to the Hypothesis 2, results also show that distance-
estimation errors’ fluctuations increase with larger distances.



Finally, we also observe that their magnitude also changes
according to the sniffing environment.

Hence, we decompose distance estimation errors into span
error and environment error. To obtain the span error, we cal-
culate the error for each RSSI trace element as the difference
between the distance obtained from RSSI using the optimal
path-loss model and the corresponding ground-truth distances.
Finally, using a polynomial fit, we estimate the average error,
i.e., the span error, at a given radial-distance from the user.
Using Campus dataset 1, Campus dataset 2, and WiSurve
dataset, we find that polynomials of order 3 are the best fit to
characterize span errors. Higher orders fail to catch the rate
of error change with distance.

When considering the total error in the estimated source-to-
sniffer distances, environment error is seen as a “complement”
to the span error in the corresponding observation set. It varies
with each observation set in the user-trajectory. Hence, we
define environment error for each user, across all observation
sets, per sniffer. Due to sniffers’ different spatial positioning,
we observe varied environment fluctuations in an observation
set. To estimate the environment error, we discretize the per-
user trace in time to get the observation sets. Then, per the
observation set, we calculate the user-to-sniffer distances and
subtract the corresponding mean span error per-sniffer. This
“residue” captures the fluctuation of estimation errors in an
observation set, which we name as environment error.

V. BOUNDED TRAJECTORIES

A. Formalizing the localization error

In the following, we use multi-lateration for the positioning
for user positioning [13]. Multi-lateration uses measured dis-
tances between users and multiple sniffers at known locations.

Let’s consider Ns the number of sniffers receiving probe-
requests of a user j during the k’th observation set. We
define the corresponding estimated position of a user j as
Tj = (xj , yj). We represent the location of a sniffer i in two-
dimensions as Si = (xi, yi), and the radial distance between
user j and sniffer i in k′th observation set as Rk

ji:

Rk
ji = d(Tj , Si) =

√√√√ 2∑
m=1

(
Tm
j − Sm

i

)2 (3)

We also define the measured distance from the probe-request
RSSI’s between user j and sniffer i in the observer set as rkji.
Finally, we state the localization error as LocErrkj :

LocErrkj =

√√√√ Ns∑
i=1

(
Rk

ji − rkji
)2 (4)

To find the optimal user-location, T ∗
j , of user j in an

observation set k that minimizes the localization error, we
need to solve a non-linear least squares problem for the
minimization of LocErrkj . We formulate that problem as:

T ∗
j = argmin

Tj

LocErrkj (5)

For Eq. 5, one option is a closed-form solution, which gen-
erally can not be considered when circles in multi-lateration
do not intersect at one common point. Numerical methods are
a strong candidate for getting the best approximate solution,
even in the condition of not-intersecting circles. We use
simulated annealing (SA) to obtain the global minimum with
sufficient iterations.

B. Finding bounded trajectories

To get the bounds of users’ locations, we include estimated
radial-distance errors while finding optimal user-locations.
Modelling environment errors’ distribution: Constraints on
the length of δt may lead to an insufficient number of probe
requests for characterizing the environment error distribution
(cf. Sec. III-A). To tackle the probe sample’s scarcity, we
estimate the actual distribution of environment error distribu-
tion (µ = 0, σ = σN distr) through the best Normal fit. We
empirically find that for the δt with high number of samples,
the Normal fit is indeed close to the actual distribution. The
estimated distribution allows us to sample and incorporate
localization errors in δt. We sample a Depth number of times
to identify the bounds on the possible user locations.
Bounds’ probabilistic guarantee: We define Depth such that
the resulting bounds have a level of confidence, Z and a margin
of error, MOE [14]:

Depth =
Z2σ2

N distr

MOE2
(6)

where σN distr varies with every δt. We set the level of
confidence to 95 % and the margin of error to 10%.
Getting bounds of users’ locations: We first obtain span
and environment errors per sniffer. The sum of the mean span
error and the environment errors sample drawn from the fitted
Normal distribution results in the total error. Next, we get the
possible user-distances, by adding the total error to approxi-
mate radial-distances. Then, we use Simulated Annealing (SA)
to obtain the optimal target location (2-D) of the user from
the possible user distances. Finally, we repeat the finding of
optimal user locations a Depth number of times to obtain a
set of points, for which the enclosure gives us the bounds of
user locations in the considered observation set (δt).
Bounded trajectory: Enclosing the above-obtained set of
optimal-target points (i.e., Bounds), we define the bounded
trajectory Buserj = {Cj1, Cj2, Cj3, ..., Cjk, ..., CjM}, as a se-
quence of convex hulls ordered in time, spanning the trajec-
tory. Cjk represents the kth member of the sequence of convex
hulls when considering the trajectory of the jth user. We divide
the user trajectory into multiple (three) convex hulls to capture
the turns (changes in direction) that a user takes over time.

VI. EVALUATION

A. WiSurve datasets

Scenario specificity: The nature of bounded trajectories de-
pends upon the density of captured probe requests, which
relies on the number of deployed sniffers. Another factor is
the average number of missed packets, which may increase
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Fig. 3: Bounded trajectories’ illustration.

with the increase in user density since sniffers are limited to
listening to one channel at a time. Finally, the time a user
spends in the sniffers’ view is a function of her mobility
behavior. We generate WiSurve datasets varying: the number
of (i) sniffers, (ii) users, and (iii) user speeds.
WiSurve parameters: We consider a passive-sniffing Man-
hattan area of size 600m x 600m tessellated in grids of size
20m x 20m. We generate trajectories with users performing
random walk inside the tessellated area. We keep the grid size
smaller than the WiFi range (i.e., we consider it 25m) and
deploy sniffers on randomly-chosen vertices. We set devices
to use 802.11n (2.4 GHz) WiFi standard with a simulation
duration of 40min. We use a real-world data-based outdoor
path-loss model [15] (cf. Sec. III-B). We vary user speeds from
walking (1m/s) to running (2.6m/s). The default scenario
consists of 80 sniffers and 150 walking users.

B. Illustrating bounded trajectories

Fig. 3a illustrates the bounded user-trajectories in the default
scenario. We observe that convex hulls completely bound the
actual trajectory of the user for its entire duration in the
sniffing zone (521s to 696s). Fig. 3c certifies the successful
identification of bounds of the user trajectory even for reduced
number of sniffers (25), when having a higher number of
missed packets. Although overshadowed by the points that
convex hulls enclose, Fig. 3 shows that the actual (ground-
truth) trajectories inside the sniffing zone are fully captured
within the revealed bounds. We also verify our framework
against an increased number of users (200) (Fig. 3b) and for
higher speeds (2.6m/s). We do not illustrate all of them in
this paper due to space constraints.

C. Quality of inferred bounds

We state the quality of bounded trajectory is expressed
through two metrics (i) correctness and (ii) width. Correctness
brings the intuition of ”inclusiveness,” where a user’s bound of
locations includes its real precise locations. The width captures
how narrow the bounded trajectory is to limit the extent of
possible user locations.
Bounds’ correctness: We infer the “inclusiveness” of bounds
as the length (in terms of the period of time) of the actual
trajectory enclosed by the convex hulls (Cjk) of a user j. Given

time intervals for which a user was observed during its ideal
trajectory, we define “ideal inclusiveness” as the length of the
actual trajectory enclosed between the minimum and maxi-
mum timestamps of Cjk. Note that the “ideal inclusiveness”
acts as ground-truth for “inclusiveness”. Finally, we compute
the Correctness as the distance between the distributions of
resulting bounds’ “inclusiveness” and “ideal inclusiveness”.

Fig. 4a, 4b, and 4c investigate the length of actual tra-
jectories inside the bounded ones (per hull), which depict
“inclusiveness”. In Fig. 4a and 4b, the distributions of en-
closed trajectory-lengths are practically the same irrespective
to varying sniffers and users in the zone. This validates the
resilience of our framework against sniffer and user densities.
Fig. 4c demonstrates that the enclosed length of the actual
trajectories decreases when increasing user speeds, as highly
mobile users stay in the sniffers’ range for shorter periods.

We find the Hellinger distance between distributions of in-
clusiveness and ideal inclusiveness for the quantitative analysis
of the correctness. We get a distances below 0.22 for all
the scenarios; showing that the corresponding distribution-
pairs are very similar. This validates the correctness of our
framework’s bounded trajectories.
Bounds’ width: To ensure the “utility” of the bounded
trajectories, its resulting width has to be relatively narrow. We
define the width of the bounded trajectory of a user j, as:

Width
(
Buserj

)
=

∑M
k=1 (ActualTrajDist(Cjk))

M
(7)

where ActualTrajDist calculates the distance between each
of the enclosed points of the hull to the corresponding closest-
in-time point on the actual trajectory. It gives us a measure
of how “spread” are the hulls’ enclosed points, i.e., bounded
trajectory around the actual trajectory. We average out the
“spread” over all the hulls of a user j to obtain the width.

Fig. 4d, 4e, and 4f report the width of bounded trajectories,
for scenarios with varying number of deployed sniffers, user-
densities, and user speeds. Smaller is the number of sniffers,
fewer is the perceived probe-requests in an observation set,
and the more significant span error on average. Nevertheless,
Fig. 4d shows the resilience of bounds’ width to the variation
of average total distance-estimation errors as bounds’ widths
are almost the same for more than 25 sniffers.
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Fig. 4: (a), (b), (c): Inclusiveness per hull. (d), (e), (f): Bounds’ width.

Increasing the number of users and speed increases the
magnitude of localization errors due to the higher number of
missed probe-requests and lower observation sets, respectively.
Fig. 4e and 4f shows that, this increase in error amounts
has a negligible decrease in the width. In essence, Fig. 4d
demonstrates that the width of bounded trajectories is less than
10m for 70% of users, when considering enough sniffers (i.e.,
50 or more). This width is 8.3% of the maximum WiFi range
(140m) seen in utilized large-scale WiSurve dataset. These
results certify the “utility” of bounded trajectories.

VII. CONCLUSION

Estimating trajectories of mobile users through non-
intrusive measures remains an open problem. This paper
leverages RSSI as a localisation metric and transforms related
errors in distance-estimation into an “insightful metric”. We
show distance-estimation errors are a combination of two
distinct components, i.e., span and environment errors. We
then use this classification to find correct and useful bounds
of a user’s location in short time intervals, which are then
exploited to reveal the bounds of the user’s trajectory. This
work does not raise any ethical issues.
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